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Velocity structure functions(up82up)
m are calculated for vortex models of isotropic turbulence. An

integral operator is introduced which defines an isotropic two-point field from a volume-orientation
average for a specific solution of the Navier–Stokes equations. Applying this to positive integer

powers of the longitudinal velocity difference then gives explicit formulas for(up82up)
m as a

function of orderm and of the scalar separationr . Special forms of the operator are then obtained
for rectilinear stretched vortex models of the Townsend–Lundgren type. Numerical results are given
for the Burgers vortex and also for a realization of the Lundgren-strained spiral vortex, and
comparison with experimental measurement is made. In an Appendix, we calculate values of the
velocity-derivative moments for the Townsend–Burgers model. ©1996 American Institute of
Physics.@S1070-6631~96!00611-3#

I. STRUCTURE FUNCTIONS

Pullin and Saffman,1 henceforth called~PS!, and Pullin,
Buntine, and Saffman,2 henceforth called~PBS!, have stud-
ied the Lundgren–Townsend model of the fine scales of
homogeneous turbulence. This model assumes that the sta-
tistics of the fine scales are approximated by the statistics of
a random superposition of noninteracting vortex structures,
each of which is a local, approximate or exact solution of the
Navier–Stokes equations. Townsend,3 henceforthT, used
steady axisymmetric Burgers vortices and Lundgren4 ~hence-
forth L! employed unsteady, stretched spiral vortices. The
remarkable feature of Lundgren’s model is that with reason-
able approximations, it leads naturally to a Kolmogorov
k25/3 law for the velocity~energy! spectrum in an inertial
subrange. PS and PBS examined the stretched-spiral model
in more detail. They found higher order corrections to the
energy spectrum and also calculated hyper flatness and skew-
ness factors, defined as

F2p5
~]u/]x!2p

~~]u/]x!2!p
, S2p115

~]u/]x!2p11

~~]u/]x!2!~p11!/2
. ~1!

The double overline denotes ensemble averages, as in
PS. Recall that for isotropic turbulence,(]u/]x)2 5 e/15n,
wheree is the ensemble average energy dissipation rate,n is
the kinematic viscosity, andu is the component of velocity
in thex-direction. Vorticity moments and the spectra of dis-
sipationEee and enstrophyEv2v2 were also calculated.

Another set of physical quantities which has attracted
considerable experimental and theoretical interest is the ve-
locity structure functions. The longitudinal one of orderm is
defined as

Bm~r !5~up82up!
m, ~2!

whereup andup8 are the velocity components at pointsP and
P8 with coordinatesx andx85x1r , in the direction ofr , i.e.,

up82up5~u82u!–PP8W /r . ~3!

Note that unless the turbulence is forced to be statistically
stationary in time, the structure functions will be time depen-
dent, but we do not explicitly show the time dependence
until a purpose is served by so doing.

One can also consider the transverse structure functions

involving velocity components perpendicular toPP8W , but we
shall not calculate these in the present work.

A. The isotropy integral

Suppose we have a specific solution of the Navier–
Stokes equationsu~x,t! in some structure-fixed Cartesian ref-
erence framex. We assume, without detailed discussion at
present, thatu~x,t! satisfies conditions at infinity such that
the integrals to be defined exist. Now letF~u,u8,r ! be some
scalar function of the velocitiesu5E–u andu85E–u8 at two
points of separationr . These velocities are measured in a
fixed laboratory framex andE~V!, the rotation matrix from
thex to thex reference frame, is a function of the three Euler
angles denoted symbolically byV, which describe this rota-
tion. Examples ofF~u,u8,r ! are integer powers of the longi-
tudinal velocity difference defined in~3! or the difference
between the dissipation at the two points. Isotropy, which is
equivalent to uniform distribution ofV on the unit sphere,
will now be assumed. We define the isotropy integral as the
volume-ensemble average ofF

F~r ,t !5
1

L3 E E F~u~x!,u8~x1r !!dx dV, ~4!

where the six-dimensional integral is over the volume of a
large box of sizeL3 and overV. We remark that we will
generally follow the convention that Roman symbols denote
representations of vectors or tensors in laboratory fixed axes,
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while italic symbols will refer to structure or vortex-fixed
axes. Where scalar quantities or scalar functions for isotropic
turbulence are considered, this distinction will not be re-
quired, but italic symbols will still be used. It should be clear
that by constructionF(r ,t) represents an isotropic field. Fur-
ther, we claim that, sinceu~x,t! is a solution of the Navier–
Stokes equations, fields obtained from~4! necessarily satisfy
the statistical-dynamical equations for isotropic turbulence,
for example, the Ka´rmán–Howarth equation. It is possible to
generalize~4! to three or more points, the results then being
functions of several separations and of the geometrical pa-
rameters required to specify the relative orientation of the
points. Examples would be three points forming a triangle or
four points defining a nonplanar quadrilateral. In such cases
the fields should satisfy all higher-order statistical-dynamical
equations for isotropic turbulence.

B. The second- and third-order structure functions

There are two special cases of interest corresponding to
m52 andm53. The second-order structure function,m52,
can be related to the shell-summed energy spectrumE(k),
wherek is wave number, by kinematic arguments which are
independent of any model assumptions. The longitudinal
correlation functionf (r ) of isotropic turbulence, defined by

up8up5u2f ~r !, u25 1
3u–u, ~5!

is related to the energy spectrumE(k) by

1

2
u2~3 f1r f 8!5E

0

` sin kr

kr
E~k!dk, ~6!

Batchelor.5 We can integrate~6! with respect tor after mul-
tiplying by r 2, giving

1

2
u2r 3f ~r !5E

0

`S sin krk3
2
r coskr

k2 DE~k!dk. ~7!

Note that sincef ~0!51, it follows from ~6! that

E
0

`

E~k!dk5
3

2
u2. ~8!

The second-order longitudinal structure function is re-
lated to the correlation function by

~up82up!
252u2~12 f ~r !!, ~9!

and hence

B2~r ![~up82up!
25

4

r 3 E0
`S r 33 1

r coskr

k2

2
sin kr

k3 DE~k!dk. ~10!

Kármán and Howarth6 showed that for isotropic turbulence,
a relation between the second- and third-order longitudinal
structure functions can be deduced from the Navier–Stokes
equations. The equation can be written~Landau and
Lifshitz,7 Sec. 33!

n
]B2

]r
2
1

6
B35

2er

15
1

1

2r 4 E0
r

r 84
]B2

]t
dr8. ~11!

Alternative notations in terms of the longitudinal correlation
functions are

B2~r !52u2~12 f ~r !!, B3~r !56u3k~r !, ~12!

where k(r ) is the triple velocity longitudinal correlation;

u3k(r )5up8up
2.

Differentiating~11! after multiplying byr 4 gives the al-
ternative form

]B2

]t
22nS ]2

]r 2
1
4

r

]

]r DB2~r !1
4e

3

52
1

3r 4
]

]r
~r 4B3~r !!. ~13!

Neglecting unsteadiness and viscosity for larger , the last
term on the left hand side of~11! balances the right hand side
to give the asymptotic form for larger ,

B3~r !;2 4
5er ~14!

~Kolmogorov8!. This, of course, also follows from~13!.
In what follows, we obtain in Sec. II the form of the

integral operator~4! for stretched-vortex models, followed in
Sec. III by evaluation for theT model. Section IV considers
the L stretched-spiral vortex model. In Appendix A we cal-
culate the longitudinal velocity-derivative moments for theT
model. A k-space approach to the calculation of the third-
order structure function is outlined in Appendix B.

II. STRETCHED-VORTEX MODELS

We now specialize to stretched-vortex solutions of the
Navier–Stokes equations. The vorticity is supposed to be
aligned in straight uniform tubes. In a cylindrical polar co-
ordinate system (s,u,z) fixed in a tube, withz-axis along the
tube, the vorticity induces a tangential velocity field
uu(s,u,t) at P, where the Cartesian coordinates ofP in the
structure fixed coordinate system are

x5s cosu, y5s sin u, z, ~15!

and those ofP8 are

x85s8 cosu85x1r sin a cosb,

y85s8 sin u85y1r sin a sin b,

z85z1r cosa, ~16!

where 0,a,p, 0,b,2p ~a andb are co-latitude and lon-

gitude of PP8W !. The external straining field acting on the
vortex is

us5~2 1
2ax,2

1
2ay,az!. ~17!

Then, assuming that the radial component of the vorticity
induced velocity field is to a good approximation negligible,
the vortex contribution (v) to the velocity difference is
found from ~3! to be
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duv5~up82up!uv5~uu sin u2uu8 sin u8!sin a cosb

2~uu cosu2uu8 cosu8!sin a sin b.

~18!

Here,uu8 is evaluated ats8, u8. In addition there is a contri-
bution from the background external straining field (s),
found from ~3! using the external strain~17!

dus5~up82up!us52
1

2
ar sin2 a cos2 b2

1

2
ar sin2 a

3sin2 b1ar cos2 a

5arS cos2 a2
1

2
sin2 a D . ~19!

The longitudinal velocity difference is

du5duv1dus . ~20!

Themth order structure function is the five-dimensional in-
tegral ofdu, obtained by integrating over all orientations, all
positions in space and the lifetime (t1 ,t2) of the structure,

E
t1

t2
NeatdtE

0

`

sdsE
0

2p

duE
0

p sin ada

2

3E
0

2p db

2p
~duv1dus!

m. ~21!

Equation~21! differs from ~4! as follows; first, owing to the
assumption of isotropy, integration over the third Euler angle
which gives a rotation about thez axis equivalent to a shift in
the origin of u, can be done explicitly. Second, since by
assumption the vorticity is independent ofz, integration in
the z direction can be represented as multiplication by the
vortex length at timet, l 0e

at where l 0 is the initial vortex
length at the instant of its creation andeat is the stretch.
Third, the volume integral in~4! is replaced by a summation
over all vortex structures which, it is supposed, form the
turbulence inL3 at timet. Use of an ergodic hypothesis then
allows replacement of the sum with an integral over the life-
time of an individual structure weighted by the quantityNc ,
the number of structures created per unit time in the volume
L3—see Reference 4 for a detailed discussion. The param-
etersL, l 0 andNc are then grouped together asN5Ncl 0/L

3,
the average rate of creation of vortex length per unit volume
per unit time. This has dimensions@length#22@time#21.

We now encounter the problem, associated with infinite
stretched vortex models, that the integral~21! diverges be-
causedus is unbounded. We handle this difficulty by assum-
ing that we can add and subtract (dus)

m, giving

Bm~r !5E
t1

t2
NeatdtE

0

`

sdsE
0

2p

duE
0

p sin ada

2

3E
0

2p db

2p
@~duv1dus!

m2~dus!
m#1~dus!

m.

~22!

The integrand is now bounded and in general convergent.
The ensemble average of the last term in~22! is regarded as
a homogeneous spatial average over all space and has the
value from~19!

~dus!
m[bm

~s!~r !5
1

2
amrm

3E
0

p

sin aS cos2 a2
1

2
sin2 a Dmda

5amrmkm , ~23!

where k251/5, k352/35, k453/35, k554/77, k6553/1001,
k756/143,k8595/2431 etc. The integral in~22! defines the
functionbm(r ), so that

Bm~r !5bm~r !1bm
~s!~r !, ~24!

where the first term on the right hand side contains contribu-
tions from the vorticity and strain in the structure and the last
term is due to pure strain alone.

III. THE TOWNSEND MODEL

A. The mth-order structure functions

To proceed further, we need an expression for the vor-
ticity induced, tangential velocityuu . We begin with calcu-
lations for the symmetric Burgers vortex, used inT as a
model of the fine scale structure. The vorticity and tangential
velocity are respectively

v~s!5
Ga

4pn
e2as2/4n, ~25!

uu~s!5
G

2ps
~12e2as2/4n!, ~26!

where s is the dimensional distance from the axis of the
vortex. Steady asymmetric Burgers vortices were calculated
by Robinson and Saffman9 for moderate values of the Rey-
nolds numberG/n, and for large values by Moffatt, Kida and
Ohkitani.10

We now put j5s/r 0 , and define r̃5r /r 0 where r 0
5 An/a. For the Burgers vortex, for which the radial velocity
is zero, anduu does not depend explicitly onu, we have,
after some algebra

duv5sin a sin~b2u!S uu8
j

j8
2uuD , ~27!

j85@j21 r̃ 2 sin2 a12j r̃ sin a cos~b2u!#1/2, ~28!

whereuu anduu8 are ~26! evaluated ats5r 0j ands85r 0j8,
respectively. In obtaining~27–28! we have used~18! andj8
sin~b2u8!5j sin~b2u! which follows from ~16!. Note that
r̃5r /r 0 is the dimensionless separation of the points at
which the velocity is measured. Sinceduv can be seen to be
a function ofj, a andb2u only, performing the time inte-
gral in ~21! with (t1 ,t2)5(0,t2) then gives
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bm~r !5
Nt2n

4pa E
0

`E
0

pE
0

2p

~~duv1dus!
m2~dus!

m!

3jdj sin a da d~b2u!, ~29!

where

t25
1

a
~eat221!. ~30!

Since theT vortices are steady, we assume they have the
same structure~age!, but the total length will again increase
exponentially with time. Owing to this exponential growth, a
cutoff, at time denoted byt2 will be required to give statis-
tically stationary results for the structure functions. This is
discussed further just prior to~44!. The pure strain contribu-
tion dus is still given by ~19!.

B. Second- and third-order structure functions for the
Townsend model

Using the ‘‘Lundgren filter’’~PS, Sec. 11!, which can be
evaluated in closed form for this velocity field, gives an en-
ergy spectrum

E~k!5
Nt2G

2

4pk
e22k2n/a. ~31!

The dissipation can be calculated directly from the formula,

e52nei j
253na21nNt2E

0

`

2psv2~s!ds, ~32!

wherev(s) is given by~25!. This gives

e53na21
Nt2G

2a

8p
, ~33!

where the first term on the right-hand side comes from the
background. Note also that the structure contribution is equal
to 2n *0

`k2E(k)dk, whereE(k) is given by~31!.
This spectrum~31! has an infrared divergence, which

prevents one from obtaining a relation between the model
parameters,N, t2 andG ~the circulation of each structure!,
and the mean square velocity. But~31! gives a convergent
expression for the second-order structure function when sub-
stituted into~10!,

~up82up!
25

Nt2G
2

p E
0

`S 131
cosz

z2
2
sin z

z3 D
3e22z2/z2

dz

z
, ~34!

wherez5Aar2/n. Attempts to evaluate the integral~34! in
closed form were unsuccessful, but numerical integration is
straightforward. Note that

1

3
1
cosz

z2
2
sin z

z3
5
z2

30
2

z4

840
1

z6

45360
1O~z8!. ~35!

As r→`, the behavior of(up82up)
2 as given by~34!,

asymptotes to~2Nt2G
2/3p!log r , and there does not appear

to be a significant range in which(up82up)
2 has a power law

dependence onr . The dimension ofNt2 is 1/~length!
2. Using

~35! in the integrand of~34! gives

~up82up!
25Nt2G

2S r̃ 2

120p
2

r̃ 4

6720p
1

r̃ 6

362880p
1O~ r̃ 8! D ,

~36!

where we recall thatr̃5r /r 0 andr 0 5 An/a.
We now use~29! for the T model velocity field to cal-

culateb2(r ) andb3(r ). For smallr , we obtain forb2(r ) an
expression which agrees with~36!. Again from~24! but with
the exponent 2 replaced by 3, we obtain

b3~r !5Nt2G
2~an!1/2S 2

r̃ 3

140p
1

r̃ 5

6720p
1O~ r̃ 7! D .

~37!

We now take account of the background strain, and take

B2~r !5b2~r !1 1
5a

2r 2, ~38!

B3~r !5b3~r !1 2
35a

3r 3. ~39!

It should be possible to transform the three-dimensional
integral in ~29! for m52 into the one-dimensional integral
~34!, but this has not been done to date.~Numerical investi-
gation of the integrals~29!, for m52, and~34! has shown
that they are the same to a high degree of accuracy, apart
from the background contribution. Note that the contribution
of the interaction termsduvdus in ~29! is not obviously zero,
but does vanish becauseduv can be shown to be odd in
~u2b!.

We remark here that we expect~11! or ~13!, integrated
in the interval (t1 ,t2), to be satisfied by~22! with m52,
m53, respectively. Alternatively~11! and~13! should them-
selves be satisfied by a form of~22! for which the erogodic
hypothesis, which it may be recalled introduces the time in-
tegration and the factorNc contained in the parameterN, is
not applied. Using the above results we have verified this for
the Townsend–Burgers model toO(r 8). Although the Bur-
gers vortices are strictly steady-flow solutions of the Navier–
Stokes equations, it was found to be necessary to retain the
time dependence in~29! in order to satisfy the Ka´rmán–
Howarth equation. This is surprising.

C. Numerical evaluation of the structure-function
integrals

For the purposes of numerical evaluation of~29! for the
T model, we nondimensionalizeBm( r̃ ) against~en!m/4 and
velocities in the integrand byG/r 0. After some manipulation
we obtain

~up82up!
m

~en!m/4
5
1

2 SNt2n

a D S G

n DmS a2ne Dm/4
3E

0

`

j djE
0

2p

d~b2u!E
0

p

sin a da
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3H FdÛv1S G

n D 21

r̃G~a!Gm
2S G

n D 2m

r̃ mGm~a!J 1 r̃ mkmS a2ne Dm/4,
~40!

where

Ûv~j!5
1

2pj
~12e2j2/4!, G~a!512 3

2 sin
2 a, ~41!

dÛv5sin a sin~b2u!S Ûv~j8!
j

j8
2Ûv~j! D , ~42!

and j8 is given by ~28!. The right-hand side of~40! is a
function of four parameters; the three dimensionless groups
Nt2n/a,G/n,a

2n/e and the dimensionless separationr̃ . This
can be reduced to three parameters by use of~33! for the
dissipation, which when divided byna2 gives

S a2ne D 21

5
1

8p SNt2n

a D S G

n D 213. ~43!

The groupNt2n/a may be viewed as a parameter related
to the volume-filling fraction of the Burgers vortices. We
envision a statistical equilibrium as outlined inL ~Sec. III B!
whereby vortices are created, stretched by the strain provided
by larger scales, and then destroyed by processes which we
view as outside the domain of the present model. The quan-
tity Nt2, representing a cutoff at some timet2, may then be
interpreted as an average total length of vortex per unit vol-
ume. This length may be made up of from the sum of the
contribution of many short vortices of varying lengths, each
experiencing instantaneous stretching. As this stretchng pro-
cess takes place, some vortices are destroyed thus maintain-
ing the equilibrium. If the cross sectional area of a vortex is
A, the volume fraction occupied by the vortices isANt2. If
this is chosen as its upper bound of unity, i.e. the vortices are
closely packed and fill space, and if we estimate from~25!
the radius of a vortex as 2r 052(n/a)1/2, thenA5p(2r 0)

2

gives

Nt2n

a
5

1

4p
. ~44!

The integrals in~40! were calculated by dividing the
infinite interval for j into two intervals 0<j<jmax and
jmax,j<`. In the first of these the triple integral was evalu-
ated numerically in the box 0<j<jmax, 0<b<2p,
0<a<p/2 using theM -point periodic trapezoidal rule in the
b-direction and anM -point Simpson’s rule in both thej and

thea directions. Note that the integrand can be shown to be
symmetric abouta5p/2. An asymptotic correction for the
intervaljmax,j<` was obtained by neglecting the exponen-
tial term in the first of~41! and expanding the resulting in-
tegrand in~40! ~for eachm! in powers of the small quantity
r̃ /j, j.jmax. The resulting series of triple integrals can then
each be done analytically. This procedure requires both
jmax@1 and r̃ /jmax!1. Numerical results obtained using
M5256 are believed accurate to four figures. We take
Nt2n/a given by ~44!, choose a value ofG/n and calculate
a2n/e from ~43!. The numerical results were checked by sev-
eral methods. First, almost all calculations reported in this
paper were done independently by both authors. Second, for
r̃!1, dividing by r̃ n gives estimates of the longitudinal ve-
locity gradients. These were then compared with a calcula-
tion of the velocity gradients obtained by an independent
method ~see Appendix A and Table I! giving four-figure
agreement. A third check is to compare the numericalb2(r )
andb3(r ) with ~36! and ~37! for r̃ that is not too large. A
fourth check is to compare numerical values ofb2(r ) with
numerical evaluation of~34!. This gave four-figure agree-
ment over the range 0,r̃,20.

Velocity structure functions from numerical evaluation
of ~40! were calculated over the range 0,r̃<10, for
G/n5102, 53102 and 103. The even structure functions for
m52,m54 andm58 are shown in Figure 1. The abscissa is
r /h, which for givenr̃ can be calculated from

r

h
5 r̃ S a2ne D 21/4

. ~45!

Also shown are data of Tabeling11 at a Taylor Reynolds
numberRl5507. These data were obtained from an experi-
ment in low temperature helium gas contained in a confined
cylinder.12 The end disks of the cylinder were fitted with
blades and the turbulence was produced by rotating these
disks in opposite directions. The Townsend–Burgers model
calculations are asymptotic to the data form52. This can be
interpreted as a result of the use of~34! and of isotropy,
which together guarantee that for small separations, the
second-order structure function must satisfy

~up82up!
2

~en!1/2
5

1

15
r̃ 2. ~46!

This result is equivalent to the requirement that the right-
hand side of~A5a! must identically equal unity, and is there-
fore a consistency check of the model. The calculations do
not otherwise show good agreement with the data, with the
discrepancy increasing to three orders of magnitude for

TABLE I. Calculated values of the velocity derivative momentsF2p andS2p11 for the Townsend–Burgers
model, for three values ofG/n.

G

n S3 F4 S5 F6 S7 F8

100 20.499 0.523 20.329 0.309 20.239 0.226
500 20.117 0.216 20.051 0.080 20.027 0.038
1000 20.060 0.205 20.025 0.074 20.014 0.033
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m58. The odd longitudinal structure functions withm53,
m55 andm57 are displayed in Figure 2. Since these were
found to be always negative we have plotted their negative

values of2 (up82up)
m/(en)m/4 in order to use log–log axes.

The Tabeling data intersect the calculations but the latter
show no indication of a dependence proportional tor .

IV. THE LUNDGREN STRETCHED-SPIRAL VORTEX

A. Velocity in the spiral

We now turn to the stretched-spiral vortex. It is conve-
nient to use the Lundgren transform described inL, which
identifies an unsteady three-dimensional flow in a uniform
strain with a two-dimensional motion in stretched coordi-
nates~r,u,t!, where

r5seat/2, t5~eat21!/a. ~47!

If û~r,u,t!, v̂~r,u,t! is a plane two-dimensional Navier–
Stokes solution, then

v~s,u,t !5eatv̂~r,u,t!,

u~s,u,t !5eat/2û~r,u,t!, ~48!

is a stretched vortex in the axisymmetric uniform strain~17!.
We can write~22! in terms of the stretched coordinates as

~up82up!
m5H N

4pa E
T1

T2 dT

11T E
0

`

rdrE
0

2p

du

3E
0

p

sin adaE
0

2p

db@~~11T!1/2dû~r,u,t!

1dus!
m2~dus!

m#J 1bm
~s!~r !. ~49!

Here,dû~r,u,t! is duv given by~18! with uu(s,u,t) replaced
by ûu~r,u,t! anduu8(s8,u8,t) by ûu8(r8,u8,t), afters8 andu8
have been determined from~16!. Nondimensional stretched
times are defined by

FIG. 1. Longitudinal velocity structure functions(up82up)
m/(en)m/4 for the

Burgers–Townsend vortex versusr /h, h5~n3/e!1/4. ~a! m52, ~b! m54, ~c!
m58. — G/n5103, ––– G/n553102, ••• G/n5102. Dots—experiment,
Tabeling~Ref. 11!, Rl5507.

FIG. 2. Negative longitudinal structure functions2 (up82up)
m/(en)m/4 for

the Burgers–Townsend vortex versusr /h. ~a! m53, ~b! m55, ~c! m57. For
key, see Figure 2.
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at5T, T15at1 , T25at2 , ~50!

whereT1 and T2 refer to beginning and end times of the
vortex life, respectively. For estimates of the lifetime, we
takeT151, and from PS~25!, PBS~55!, we take

T25CS aR24n D S n

G D 2/3. ~51!

Here,R is a characteristic radius andG is a characteristic
circulation of the vortex. The numerical studies of PBS sug-
gestC'10. The quantitiesG/n andaR2/4n are dimensionless
parameters to be specified as part of the model. Further di-
mensionless parameters to be included later area2n/e and
NR2/a. It remains to specify the tangential velocityûu~r,u,t!
so that we can calculatedû and close the problem. We take
~based onL and PBS! the vorticity field to be

v̂~r,u,t!5(
2`

`

v̂n~r,t!einu, ~52!

where

v̂n5 f ~r!exp~2 inV~r!t2nn2L2~r!t3/3! for nÞ0,
~53!

v̂05 f ~r!1g~r!. ~54!

Here,eatf ~r! will be the u-averaged vorticity for the spiral,
and eatg~r! will be an axisymmetric background vorticity
field. The angular velocityV is given by

d

dr
r2V~r!5r~g~r!1 f ~r!! and L~r![dV/dr.

~55!

For f ~r!, we have in mind that the asymmetric part of
the vorticity distribution comes from the roll-up of a vortex
sheet resembling a Kaden spiral and take

f ~r!5
G

R2 S r

RD a e2~r/R!2

pG@11~a/2!#
, ~56!

g~r!52
G

pR2 S r

RD 2e2~r/R!2. ~57!

The coefficients have been adjusted so that

E
0

`

r~ f ~r!1g~r!!dr50, ~58!

the total circulation of the vortex structure is then zero. Note
also that the amplitudes of the Fourier coefficients of the
vorticity, Equation~53!, are taken to be independent ofn; the
vorticity is then in the form of a rolled up vortex spiral sheet
in the limit n→0. We shall call~56! and ~57! the ‘‘standard
model.’’ The valuea521/2 is the Kaden spiral. Generally,
a.21 is required to make the circulation finite. The tangen-
tial velocity ûu~r,u,t! is taken to be

ûu~r,u,t!5rV~r!2
2 f ~r!

tL~r! (
1

`
1

n
sin n~u2Vt!

3e2nL2t3n2/3. ~59!

To leading order int21, it can be verified that whenn50,

v̂~r,u,t!5
1

r

]

]r
~rûu~r,u,t!!. ~60!

B. Calculation of structure functions by Monte Carlo
integration

We nondimensionalize velocities onaR, lengths onR,
and putt5T/a. We definej5r/R. A ˜ is used for dimen-
sionless functions. We write

ûu~r,u,t!5aRũ~j,u,T!, ~61!

f ~r!5
G

R2 f̃ ~j!, g~r!5
G

R2 g̃~j!, ~62!

V~r!5
G

R2 Ṽ~j!, G~r!5
G

R3 L̃~j!. ~63!

The contribution from the spiral is from~59!

ũ522
f̃

TL̃
(
1

`

sin nS u2
1

4
S G

n
D S 4n

aR2
D ṼTD

3expF2
1

192
L̃2T3S G

n
D 2S 4n

aR2
D 3n2G1

1

4
S G

n
D

3S 4n

aR2
D jṼ~j!. ~64!

Then we can write~49! as

~up82up!
m5

1

4p SNR2a D ~aR!mE
T1

T2
~11T!m/221dT E

0

`

jdjE
0

2p

duE
0

p

sin a daE
0

2p

db

3H Fdũ1
r̃

~11T!1/2 S cos2 a2
1

2
sin2 a D Gm2F r̃

~11T!1/2 S cos2 a2
1

2
sin2 a D GmJ 1bm

~s!~r !, ~65!

wheredũ5dû/aRand we repeat thatdû is given by~18! with uu(s,u,t) replaced byûu~r,u,t! etc., and is a function ofr̃5r /R
by virtue of ~16! and ~47!. See~68! and ~69! below.
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We make the structure function dimensionless by dividing by~en!m/4. This gives

~up82up!
m

~en!m/4
5
2m22

p SNR2a D S aR24n Dm/2S a2ne Dm/4E
T1

T2
~11T!m/221dTE

0

`

jdjE
0

2p

duE
0

p

sin a da

3E
0

2p

dbH Fdũ1
r̃

~11T!1/2 S cos2 a2
1

2
sin2 a D Gm2F r̃

~11T!1/2 S cos2 a2
1

2
sin2 a D GmJ

1 r̃ mkm2
mS aR24n Dm/2S a2ne Dm/4. ~66!

Evaluation of the integral is carried out by the Monte
Carlo technique as follows.

~1! Pick values of the four dimensionless model parameters
aR2/4n, a2n/e, NR2/a, G/n. See PBS Table III for suit-
able values.

~2! Choose a value of the separation made dimensionless by
the Kolmogorov lengthh5n3/e and calculate the corre-
sponding value ofr̃ , i.e.

r̃5
1

2 S 4n

aR2D
1/2S a2ne D 1/4S rh D . ~67!

~3! CalculateT2 from ~51!.
~4! Choose random values ofT, j, u, a, b uniformly distrib-

uted in the five-dimensional rectangleT1,T,T2 ,
0,j,jmax, 0,u,2p, 0,a,p, 0,b,2p.

~5! Use Equation~64! to evaluateũ(j,u,T).
~6! Use the values ofj and T in ~50! to calculate

s̃5s/R5j/(11T)1/2.
~7! Use ~16!, after dividing byR, to give

s̃ 85s8/R5@~s̃cosu1r̃ sina cosb!21~s̃sinu

1r̃ sina sinb!2#1/2 ~68!

and

u85tan21
s̃sinu1r̃ sina sinb

s̃cosu1r̃ sina cosb
. ~69!

~8! From ~47!,

j85s̃ 8~11T!1/2. ~70!

~9! Use ~64! with the values ofj8, u8 and T to determine
ũ 8(j8,u8,T).

~10! Substitute into~18!, replacinguu by ũu , etc. to givedũ.
~11! Go to ~4! and repeat until satisfactory convergence of

the integral is obtained and the result is independent of
jmax.

Numerical calculations were done withM523106 inte-
gration points for each value ofr /h. In the detailed calcula-
tions, advantage was taken of the symmetry of the integrand
abouta5p/2. A cutoff in the j-integration atj56.26 was
used. Independent codes were written by both authors and
results were compared for specific values of the separation.
In addition, some calculations were done with smallerM
using several random number generators and the results were

found to agree to within the expected statistical error of order
M21/2. The specific results presented in Figures 4 and 5 were
done with values

G

n
5103,

NR2

a
50.147,

aR2

4n
549,

a2n

e
50.0149,

~71!

chosen from Table III of PBS to giveRl'500 to match the
experiments of Tabeling.11 Figure 3 shows a calculation of
the negative third-order structure function compared with the
results of Tabeling11 atRl5507. Also shown is the result of
a smallr /h approximation

~up82up!
m

~en!m/4
5

~]u/]x!m

~~]u/]x!2!m/2
S 115D

m/2S rh Dm, ~72!

obtained usingm53 and the estimate of the cubic velocity
derivative from PBS. The Monte Carlo results were found to
change sign nearr /h'20 and again nearr /h'120. While
numerically the calculations are within a factor of about 2 of
the data, they do not show any definite range of proportion-
ality to r , nor do they show any domain of overlap with the
estimate from the cubic longitudinal velocity derivative. We
stress that we use no additional parameters other than those
used by PBS. Also shown in Figure 3 is the calculation for
the Burgers–Townsend model forG/n51000 reproduced
from Figure 2. Over the range ofr̃ displayed, which includes
small separation, the spiral-vortex results are marginally su-
perior to those of the Townsend–Burgers model.

In Appendix B we discuss an alternative method for the
calculation ofB3(r ) to that used presently. It is argued from
kinematics and from the spectral form of the Ka´rmań–
Howarth equation that in the inertial subrangeB3(r ) can be
viewed as a dual large-scale/small-scale property. This is
consistent with its special dynamical role in the transfer of
energy from large to small scales. From the standpoint of the
Fourier integral, it is shown in Appendix B that the Kolmog-
orov form ~14! in the inertial range may be obtained either
from the small wave number, energy containing range, or
equivalently from the large wave number dissipative range,
but, paradoxically, not from the inertial range of wave num-
bers where the spectral equivalent ofB3(r ), the function
F3(k) @see~B3! and~B4!#, is effectively zero whenn→0. In
the present Monte Carlo calculations, on the one hand, our
estimate of the effect of the large scales is fairly crude, en-
tering only though our inclusion of the background velocity
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field, which in the model is supposed to represent the stretch-
ing effect of the larger scales, and in the relation between the
model parameters and the large scale quantities proposed in
Sec. V B of PBS. On the other hand, as argued below, the
present velocity field is in error at small separations. These
deficiencies of the present model will contribute to the dis-
crepancies between calculation and experiment of Figure 3.

In Figure 4 we show the even velocity structure func-
tions for m52, m54, m56 and m58 compared with
Tabeling’s11 data for these quantities. We display our results
only in the range 10<r/h<200. The reason for the lower
cutoff is that our expression for the velocity difference ob-
tained from~59! is not accurate at small separationr when
nÞ0. This is because~60! is not uniformly valid in botht
andr in this case, which can be seen by substituting~59! into
~60! and noting the nonuniformities produced by the pres-
ence of the exponential in~59!, whennÞ0. The upper limit
is imposed by the requirement that, since the PBS model

assumes closely packed vortices, the separation should not
exceed a dimension of order the vortex diameter 2R. For
separations larger than this, the two points would have a
substantial probability of feeling the velocity-induction of
more than one vortex, in contradiction of the model ansatz
based on the field of a single vortex.

The agreement with the data in Figure 4 is reasonable for
the second and fourth order, and although it degrades at the
higher orders, the spiral-vortex results are always superior to
those of the Burgers–Townsend calculations of Figure 1.
This is illustrated in Figure 5 which compares the spiral-
vortex and the Burgers–Townsend results form54. Ansel-
met et al.13 measure structure functions up to high order in
duct and jet flows. Figure 6 shows a comparison with their
measurements in a jet atRl5852. The separation is fixed at
r /h'50 and the results are plotted against orderm for m
even. The calculations and the data diverge at high order. In
assessing these results it should be kept in mind that we are
attempting a direct calculation of the numerical values. The
dimensionless numbers are very large. We are also uncertain
of the accuracy of the experiments at these very high orders.

FIG. 3. Negative third-order longitudinal velocity structure functions

(up82up)
3/(en)3/4. — stretched-spiral vortex, Monte-Carlo,Rl5500. –––

small r /h approximation using(]u/]x)3 from PBS.••• Townsend–Burgers
model. Dots—experiment, Tabeling~Ref. 11!, Rl5507.

FIG. 4. Longitudinal velocity structure functions(up82up)
m/(en)m/4 for the

stretched-spiral vortex versusr /h, Monte Carlo,Rl5500. —m52, –––
m54, ••• m56, -•- m58: Symbols—experiment, Tabeling~Ref. 11!,
Rl5507. Circlesm52, crossesm54, up-trianglesm56, down-triangles
m58.

FIG. 5. Longitudinal fourth-order velocity structure function(up82up)
4/

~en!. — stretched-spiral vortex,Rl5500. ––– Townsend–Burgers model.
Circles—experiment, Tabeling~Ref. 11!, Rl5507.

FIG. 6. Longitudinal velocity structure functions(up82up)
m/(en)m/4 for the

stretched-spiral vortex versus orderm for m even.Rl5850,r /h550. Circles
are Monte Carlo calculation for stretched-spiral vortex. Crosses, experiment,
Anselmetet al. ~Ref. 13! Rl5852.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have explored the predictions of two
point, multi-order longitudinal velocity structure functions
that can be made from the Townsend and Lundgren vortex
models of isotropic turbulence. The models differ in the
choice of underlying vorticity field. The Townsend model
consists of steady axisymmetric Burgers vortices and the
Lundgren model is based on asymmetric stretched unsteady
spiral vortices. The second- and third-order structure func-
tions for the Townsend model can be shown to satisfy the
Kármán–Howarth equation, while the Lundgren model pro-
duces r 2/3 scaling for the second-order velocity structure
function in a way independent of the detailed spiral structure
and of dimensional constraints. The predictions of the spiral
model for even order structure functions up to order six~Fig-
ure 4! is considered satisfactory for the spiral model and
superior to the equivalent results for the Burgers–Townsend
model. The third-order structure function~Figure 3! shows
only fair agreement with the Kolmogorov result~14!, for
separations much larger than the Kolmogorov length, for
both models. For the spiral vortex, on the one hand, errors
are introduced by nonuniformities in the domain of validity
of Equation~59! for the azimuthal velocity. These may be
compounded by the cancellations inherent in the calculation
of odd-order structure functions. If this is the case, a more
refined calculation may give better results. On the other hand
we have been unable to demonstrate that the spiral dynamics
~a! approximately satisfies the Ka´rmán–Howarth equation
and~b! that even if it does, the dissipation and transfer terms
are dominant over the unsteady and viscous term as in the
Kolmogorov argument leading from~13! to ~14!. Since the
spiral evolution satisfies the Navier–Stokes equations ap-
proximately, we guess that~a! is true to some order of ap-
proximation but can make no estimate of the validity of~b!.

Higher-order moments may be sensitive to the detailed
spiral structure, and further work is needed in order to im-
prove on the present model of the velocity field from the
given vorticity field. The current agreement between the
model predictions and experiment for the fourth- and sixth-
order structure functions for the spiral vortex is promising.
Finally we remark that the present model could be used to
calculate structure functions for turbulence properties other
than the longitudinal velocity difference, for example the
structure functions of the pressure, the dissipation, the en-
strophy or the normal velocity difference. With some modi-
fications, the Monte Carlo method could also be applied to
the calculation of multi-point structure functions.
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APPENDIX A: du /dx MOMENTS FOR THE
TOWNSEND MODEL

Here we obtain moments of the longitudinal velocity-
derivative for the Townsend–Burgers model. The orienta-
tion-averaged moments are given by PS equations~52a!–
52~j!. We considerm22,...,8 for which

K S ]u

]xD
2L 5

2~e1
21e2

21e3
2!

15
, ~A1a!

K S ]u

]xD
3L 5

8~e1e2e3!

35
, ~A1b!

K S ]u

]xD
4L 5

8~e1
41e2

41e3
4!

105
, ~A1c!

K S ]u

]xD
5L 5

32e1e2e3~e1
21e2

21e3
2!

231
, ~A1d!

K S ]u

]xD
6L 5

32@5~e1
61e2

61e3
6!23e1

2e2
2e3

2#

3003
, ~A1e!

K S ]u

]xD
7L 5

32e1e2e3~e1
21e2

21e3
2!2

429
, ~A1f!

K S ]u

]xD
8L 5

~e1
21e2

21e3
2!@448~e1

61e2
61e3

6!11728e1
2e2

2e3
2#

21879
,

~A1g!

where (e1 ,e2 ,e3) are the principal rates of strain in vortex-
fixed axes. For the Burgers vortex these are given by

e152
1

2
a1eru , e252

1

2
a2eru , e35a, ~A2!

where

eru5
1

2

]uu

]r
2
uu

2r
, ~A3!

with uu given by~26!. The velocity derivative moments were
calculated by use of~26! in ~A3!, which is then used in
~A1a!–~A1f!, followed by application of the formula

S ]u

]xD
n

52pNt2E
0

`

~Dn~e1 ,e2 ,e3!

2Dn~2a/2,2a/2,a!!rdr1amkm , ~A4!

where Dn(e1 ,e2 ,e3)5^(]u/]x)n& from ~A1a!–~A1f! and
where we have added and subtracted the contribution due to
the pure strain, as for~21!, in order to produce a convergent
integral. The evaluation of the integrals in~A4! is tedious but
straightforward. When the(]u/]x)n are normalized against
((]u/]x)2)n/2 using the standard result for isotropic turbu-
lence(]u/]x)2 5 e/15n we obtain,

~]u/]x!2

~~]u/]x!2!1
5
a2n

e F 18p

Nt2n

a S G

n D 213G , ~A5a!
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]u/]x)3

~~]u/]x!2!3/2
5
153/2

35 S a2ne D 3/2F2
1

4p

Nt2n

a S G

n D 212G ,
~A5b!

~]u/]x!4

~~]u/]x!2!2
5S a2ne D 3/2FNt2n

a SG44S G

n D 41G42S G

n D 2D
1G40G , ~A5c!

~]u/]x!5

~~]u/]x!2!5/2
5S a2ne D 5/2FNt2n

a SG54S G

n D 41G52S G

n D 2D
1G50G , ~A5d!

~]u/]x!6

~~]u/]x!2!3
5S a2ne D 3FNt2n

a SG66S G

n D 61G64S G

n D 4

1G62S G

n D 2D1G60G , ~A5e!

~]u/]x!7

~~]u/]x!2!7/2
5S a2ne D 7/2FNt2n

a SG76S G

n D 61G74S G

n D 4

1G72S G

n D 2D1G70G , ~A5f!

~]u/]x!8

~~]u/]x!2!8
5S a2ne D 4FNt2n

a SG88S G

n D 81G86S G

n D 6

1G84S G

n D 41G82S G

n D 2D1G80G , ~A5g!

where, from the integrals we find

G4051.9293101, G4255.11631021,

G4452.53431025,

G5054.5273101, G5251.2013100,

G5451.78431024,

G6051.7873102, G6253.8903100,

G6459.17131024, G6652.87231028,

G7055.4843102, G7257.2743100,

G7453.60331023, G7653.11431027,

G8051.9783103, G8252.5413101,

G8451.29731022, G8652.12831026,

G8853.934310211. ~A6!

The right-hand sides of~A5a!–~A5e! depend on three dimen-
sionless parameters. This number can be reduced to two in-
dependent parameters by use of~43!. The right-hand side of
~A5a! is then unity as required. As in Sec. III we choose
Nt2n/a51/~4p!. Values of the velocity-derivative moments

F2p andS2p11 defined as in~1! are given, for the Burgers–
Townsend model, in Table I for three values ofG/n. The
results show no increase ofu(]u/]x)nu with order. Further,
they are well out of range of the experimental measurements
of Tabeling11 and the numerical results of Jime´néz et al.14

We also considered the use of~A5a!–~A5g! to test the
hypothesis that the tubes of extremely high vorticity, the so-
called ‘‘worms,’’ which have been observed in DNS14 and
experiment can alone account for the higher-order longitudi-
nal velocity derivative moments. We were, however, unable
to settle upon a satisfactory means of fixing the three dimen-
sionless groupings to estimate parameters in this case, and so
we leave this problem to the reader, noting that~A5a!–~A5f!
give sufficient information to test various different scenarios.
We note that owing to the products of powers of large~G/n!
and small~a2n/e! quantities in~A5a!–~A5g!, there is strong
sensitivity to numerical values. A wide range of values can
be obtained for different choices of the parameters.

APPENDIX B: THIRD-ORDER STRUCTURE FUNCTION

Here we discuss a possible alternative approach to cal-
culation of the third-order structure function, to that given in
the text. The contribution tob3(t) from the vortex alone can
be expressed in terms of integral over the velocity field of the
vortex. We define the third-order two point velocity correla-
tion as

Bi j ,l~r !5ui~x!uj~x!ul~x1r !. ~B1!

For isotropic turbulence the contractionBl3,l~r ! can be writ-
ten in terms ofB3~r! as ~see Monin and Yaglom,15 p. 71!

Bl3,l~r !5
r 3
6r S 2B3~r !1

r

2

]B3~r !

]r D , ~B2!

wherer 3 is the three-component of the separation in labora-
tory coordinates andr5ur u5uru. NowB3(r ) can be expressed
in terms of the scalar function of wave numberk, F3(k), as
@Monin and Yaglom,15 Equation~12.141!#

B3~r !

6
516pE

0

`S sin~kr !k2r 2
1
3 cos~kr !

k3r 3

2
3 sin~kr !

k4r 4 D k2F3~k!dk. ~B3!

Substituting~B3! into ~B2! gives

Bl3,l~r !58p
r 3
r E

0

`S cos~kr !kr
2
sin~kr !

k2r 2 D k2F3~k!dk.

~B4!

We now expressBl3,l~r ! in terms of velocity components
in the frame of the vortex. The laboratory axes are~r 1 ,r 2 ,r 3)
fixed in space, and coordinates (r 1 ,r 2 ,r 3) are vortex-fixed
axes withr 1, r 2, lying in the plane of the cross section. We
denote byEi j the rotation matrix describing transformations
from laboratory to vortex coordinates. The components of
Ei j are expressible in terms of the Euler angles,a, b, g
describing rotation of the (r 1 ,r 2 ,r 3) axes to the (r 1 ,r 2 ,r 3)
axes, where in this appendixa is co-latitude~angle between
the r 3 and r 3 axes!, b is longitude andg is spin about the
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r 3-axis. We denote velocity components in laboratory axes
by ui and in vortex axes byui . The quantityBl3,l can be
expressed as

Bl3,l~r !5u1u3u181u2u3u281u3u3u38, ~B5!

whereui5ui~r ! andui8 5 ui(x 1 r ) are the velocity compo-
nents at two points. Transforming to vortex axes and using
that, for the velocity field of the vortex alone,u3 5 u38 5 0, we
obtain

Bl3,l~r !5E13~u1u1u181u1u2u28!1E23~u1u2u181u2u2u28!

[Bl3,l
~1!1Bl3,l

~2!1Bl3,l
~3!1Bl3,l

~4! . ~B6!

The quantitiesBl3,l
(p) , p51, 4 can be expressed in terms of the

Fourier transforms ofui and of the productsuiuj by follow-
ing the steps leading to equation~38! of Pullin and
Saffman.16 This gives, forBl3,l

(1)

Bl3,l
~1!~r !5

N

2 E
t1

t2
eatdtE

2`

` E
2`

` E
0

pE
0

2pE
0

2p

E13

3Û11~k1 ,k2 ,t !Û1* ~k1 ,k2 ,t !

3e2 ik1r12 ik2r2dk1 dk2 sin a da db dg,

~B7!

where

k1r 11k2r 25~E1qk11E2qk2!r q , ~B8!

and

Û lm~k1 ,k2!5
1

4p2 E
2`

` E
2`

`

ul~r 1 ,r 2 ,t !um~r 1 ,r 2 ,t !

3e2 ik1r12 ik2r2dr1 dr2 ,

Û l~k1 ,k2!5
1

4p2 E
2`

` E
2`

`

ul~r 1 ,r 2 ,t !e
2 ik1r12 ik2r2

3dr1 dr2 , ~B9!

are the sectional Fourier transforms ofulum andul respec-
tively. We now transform to polar coordinates in vortex axes
k15k cosf, k25k sinf, r 15r cosu, r 25r sinu wherer is in
the plane of the vortex andk is modulus of the wave number
in k-space. Note that we may putk5uku5k5uku owing to a
prior integration over a shell of constantk in vortex axes in
the derivation of~B7!–~B9!. When the choicer5~0,0,r ! is
made, and we useE1352sina cosg, E235sina sing, on the
right side of ~B8! it is found that the exponentials in~B7!
may be written as

e2 ik1r12 ik2r25eikr sin a cos~g1f!. ~B10!

The integrals overa, b and g in ~B7! can now be done
explicitly and it is found that

E
0

pE
0

2pE
0

2p

E13e
ikr sin a cos~g1f! sin a da db dg

5 i8p2 cosfS cos~kr !kr
2
sin~kr !

k2r 2 D , ~B11!

E
0

pE
0

2pE
0

2p

E23e
ikr sin a cos~g1f! sin a da db dg

5 i8p2 sin fS cos~kr !kr
2
sin~kr !

k2r 2 D . ~B12!

When~B11! and~B12! are used in~B7! and in the simi-
lar expressions for the other components ofBl3,l~r !, we can
obtain, after some algebra

Bl3,l~0,0,r !5 i4p2NE
t1

t2
eatdtE

0

`E
0

2pFcosfS Û11Û1*

1Û12Û1*1sin f~Û12Û2*1Û22Û2* !

3S cos~kr !kr
2
sin~kr !

k2r 2 D kdk df. ~B13!

Comparison of~B13! with ~B4! @usingr5~0,0,r !# then gives

k2F3~k!5 i
pN

2 E
t1

t2
eatdtE

0

2p

@cosf~Û11Û1*1Û12Û1* !

1sin f~Û12Û2*1Û22Û2* !#k df. ~B14!

When the right-side of~B14! is evaluated,B3(r ) can be
calculated from~B3!. Equation~B14! can be expressed di-
rectly in terms of the Fourier expansion of the components of
velocity induced by the vortex. The analysis leads to a com-
plicated set of sums over integrals weighted by Bessel func-
tions,Jn(kr), of the Fourier components ofuu and its square
uu
2 . These can be estimated by stationary phase. Owing to the
extreme complexity of the algebra we have not carried
through this analysis for the stretched spiral vortex. The form
of F3(k) which should be expected, on dynamical grounds,
from such a calculation can nevertheless be inferred from the
Kármán–Howarth equation ink-space. For decaying turbu-
lence this is~Batchelor5, Monin and Yaglom15!

]E~k!

]t
528pk3F3~k!22nk2E~k!, ~B15!

whereE(k) is the shell-summed energy~velocity! spectrum.
For stationary forced turbulence, the unsteady term can be
replaced by the spectrum of forcing. For decaying turbulence
at sufficiently high Reynolds numbers it is usually assumed
that the unsteady term has large magnitude only within the
energy containing range at smallk. The term28pk3F3(k)
5T(k) is the spectral transfer. At small wave numbers there
is an approximate balance betweendE/dt andT(k) ~F3 is
positive! while in the dissipation range there is balance be-
tween T(k) and dissipation~F3 is negative!. Since the
stretched-spiral vortex is a model of the fine scales, then for
consistency with the Ka´rmán–Howarth equation, a direct
evaluation of the right-side of~B14! from a given velocity
field would be expected to give

F3~k!'2
1

4p
nk21E~k!, ~B16!

in the universal equilibrium range of isotropic turbulence.
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At first sight it may appear that this is inconsistent with
~14!. But consider~12.1419! of Monin and Yaglom15 @see
also Batchelor,5 Equation~5.5.14!#

K~r !528pE
0

` sin kr

kr
k3F3~k!dk, ~B17!

where

K~r !5
]Bl j ,l~r !

]r j
5
1

6 S r ]

]r
13D S 12 ]

]r
1
2

r DB3~r !.

~B18!

Adding and subtractingk3F3(k) to the integrand of~B17!
and using that

E
0

`

k3F3~k!dk50, ~B19!

~B17! may be written in the equivalent form

K~r !528pE
0

`S sin krkr
21D k3F3~k!dk. ~B20!

Whenr lies in the inertial subrange, the main contribution to
the integral in~B20! will come from largek. Thus, when
~B16! is substituted into~B20! and the limitn→0 is taken,
the contribution to the integral from the first term will be
small givingK(r )'2e. When this is used in~B18! a par-
ticular integral givesB3(r )524r e/5 in agreement with
~14!.

Alternatively, solving~B15! for k3F(k) and substituting
into ~B17! gives

K~r !5E
0

` sin kr

kr S ]E~k!

]t
12nk2E~k! Ddk. ~B21!

Here, whenr is in the range of inertial scales and we let
n→0, the second integral is small and the main contribution
comes from the unsteady term which is finite only at smallk.
The approximation sin(kr)/kr'1 is justified, and using

e52
d

dt E0
`

E~k!dk, ~B22!

we again findK(r )'2e from which ~14! follows. These
arguments are model independent.

The apparent paradox, namely that the same result for
B3(r ) is obtained from the dominant terms of~B15! at both
large and small wave numbers, is guaranteed by~B19!. In
the inertial subrangeF3(k)→0 whenn→0 and so, unlike its
physical space counterpartB3(r ), F3(k) does not conform to
classical Kolmogorov inertial-range scaling except in a
trivial sense in which the scaling constant is zero.
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